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1.01 This section supplies information concern-
ing the physical and electrical character

istics of coaxial transmission lines and their 
application in UHF and VHF radio frequency 
systems. 

1.02 The rTidespread and varied use of radio 
equipment in the Bell ~stem has made 

coaxial lines a relatively common item in tele
phone plant. 

1.03 The primary purpose of coaxial lines is 
to guide electromagnetic waves from one 

point to another. At certain frequencies, prac
tical use can be made of them as resonant cir
cuits in place of coils and capacitors. Coaxial 
lines are often used as impedance matching de
vices and in many cases they are used as filters 
to effectively remove unwanted frequencies from 
a circuit. 

l.Oh Lo<T transmission loss, constant impedance 
over a <Tide range of frequencies, lou 

radiation and lo•1 susceptibility to interference 
from external fields, are characteristics uhich 
make coaxial lines especially useful in connec
tion uith radio systems. 

2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

2.01 Coaxial lines are constructed in a cylin-
drical form consisting of an inner con

ductor, a dielectric, and an outer conductor. 
Depending upon the flexibility of these tvm 
conductors and the associated dielectric, the 
lines are classified as flexible, semirigid, 
and rigid. 

(A) Flexible Coaxial Lines 

2.02 Fle~ibility in coaxial lines is obtained 
by using a braided outer conductor, a 

flexible dielectric, and an inner conductor of 
small gauge •Tire or of several small uires 
stranded together. 

2.03 The conductor material most frequently 
used is copper. In some coaxial lines 

the copper is tinned, principally to facilitate 
soldering. A silver coating on the copper im
uroves aging stability and the electrical con
ductivity at frequencies above about 1000 me. 
To conserve copper and to provide additional 
tensile strength during manufacture, copper
coated steel (Copperlreld) is sometimes used for 
the inner conductor of small size coaxial lines. 
Coaxial lines designed to have high attenuation 
may use a center conductor of Nichrome or simi
lar high resistance material. In some coaxial 
lines, designed for special purposes, the inner 
conductor is formed by •finding a small gauge 
rlire as a helix around a cylindrical, insu
lating core. 

2.04 The dielectric of most flexible coaxial 
lines consists of a solid tube of poly

ethylene, teflon, or rubber, enclosing the in
ner conductor. The dielectric gives form to 
the outer conductor braid and determines its 
diameter. Teflon is capable of withstanding 
relatively high temperatures in comparison with 
polyethylene and rubber. Rubber insulated co
axial lines have Httle application in Bell 
~stem radio services because of their attenua
tion. The dielectric used in a specific coaxial 
li.ne depends upon the flexibility, temperature, 
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voltage, and frequency requirements to be satis
fied. Semisolid dielectric coaxial lines are 
mad€ by wrapping a string of dielectric material 
around the inner conductor and then covering 
the helix, so formed, ~nth a thin tube of the 
same dielectric matP.rial. Coaxial lines con
structed in this manner retain a good degree of 
flexibility and provide a compromise between 
the electrical properties of air and solid di
electric coaxial lines. The characteristics 
of teflon and polyethylene dielectrics are 
given in Section 402-100-100. 

2.05 A jacket of insulating material, such as 
rubber, polyethylene, or synthetic resin, 

is usually provided over the outer conductor of 
flexible coaxial lines as a protection against 
moisture and mechanical damage to the conductor 
braid. Jacket materials vary in their suscep
tibility to heat, cold, and sunlight. In some 
older types of polyethylene insulated coaxial 
lines with synthetic resin jackets, the viQyl 
plasticizer tends to migrate into the polyethy
lene under certain conditions, contaminating 
the dielectric and increasing the attenuation. 
Two types of noncontaminating synthetic resin 
jackets are now available. 

2.06 One type of noncontaminating jacketed 
coaxial line used in early Bell ~stem 

installations employed a jacket of clear or 
natural polyethylene. After this type jacket 
material had experienced aging on outside in
stallations it was found to be susceptible to 
deterioration by ultraviolet rays in a rela
tively short time. The deterioration resulted 
in hair line cracks in the outer jacket. In 
some instances this cracking became soextensive 
that the copper braided outer conductor became 
discolored, thus resulting in an adverse effect 
on the transmission qualities of the cable. 
This experience with the above-mentioned outer 
jacket resulted in an improved jacket of a black 
polyvtnylchloride material. This improved non
contaminating type jacket is expected to have 
better resistance to deterioration by sunlight 
and other conditions of ~reathering. 

2.07 An armor of braided aluminum or galva
nized steel is provided over the jackets 

of some flexible cables as added protection 
against mechanical damage. 

2.08 Most flexible cables of recent manufac-
ture are made in accordance with specifi

cations prepared by a committee representing 
the manufacturers, and the armed services. 
Such specifications are coordinated by the Armed 
Services Electro standards Agency (ASESA) and 
cables manufactured in accordance with those 
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specifications are identified by an RG/U-type 
number ~1hich is marked along the length of the 
cable at suitable int.ervals. 

2.09 The nominal characteristics of several 
types of coaxial lines are given in Sec

tion 402-100-100. These include dimensions, 
conductor materials, dielectric materials and 
jacket materials. 

(B) Rigid and Semirigid Coaxial Lines 

2.10 Lines with an outside diameter of 7/8 inch 
are available in both rigid and semirigid 

types. larger lines are rigid and smaller lines 
are nearly aluays semirigid. Hard dra•m ·copper 
is used in the manufacture of rigid lines for 
which the standard length is 20 feet. Semi
rigid lines are made of soft dra;m copper and 
ordinarily are manufactured in lengths of 100 
feet. Semirigid lines, spliced at the factory, 
may be shipped in continuous lengths up to 1000 
or 2000 feet. 

2.11 The data of different manufactures show a 
considerable variation in the safe bend

ing radius for lines that are nearly the same 
in other respects. A safe general rule would 
be to avoid bends uith a radius less than about 
35 times the outer diameter of the lines, un
less shorter bends are permitted by specific 
manufacturing data. Repeated flexing ~1ill re
sult in permanent damage to all types of semi
rigid lines. Inner conductors, having a radius 
in excess of 3/8 inch are usually tubular. 

2.12 The dielectric of rigid and semirigid 
lines is predominantly air, and separation 

between the conductors is maintainedby insu
lating beads or pins of teflon or of a ceramic 
material such as steatite. The spacing of the 
beads along the conductors is one factor con
trolling a line's minimum bending radius. Bead 
spacing also may impose restrictions on the 
frequency band "1-lhich can be transmitted satis
factorily since the beads constitute irregular
ities in the air dielectric. This effect is 
reduced in "compensated" lines by altering the 
diameter of one or both conductors at bead lo
cations or by spacing the beads in sets in such 
a manner that the irregularities introduced by 
one set will be partially compensated, at spe
cific frequencies, by the irregularities of 
another set. 

2.13 The insulation of air dielectric lines is 
impaired by moisture. To prevent the en

trance of moisture by breathing and condensa
tion as a result of temperature changes, the 
lines must be dried and hermetically sealed 
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after installation. As a means of maintaining 
moisture >Iithin air dielectric lines at an abso
lute minimum, it is common practice to fill the 
line vlith dry air or nitrogen. This dry air or 
nitrogen is maintained under approximately 15 
pounds pressure per square inch. 

2.lh The nominal characteristics of rigid and 
semirigid coaxial lines are given in 

Section 402-100-100. 

3. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

3.01 The transmission characteristics of uni-
form lines are derived from the primary 

constants and a:re given in the Transmission Engi
neering practices. The primary constants per 
unit length are the series resistance, R, of 
the conductors; the inductance, L; the capaci
tance, C, between the conductors; and the leak
age conductance, G, of the dielectric. The 
capacitance and inductance of a given coaxial 
line are relatively constant with frequency; 
but R increases with the square root of fre
quency, because of the skin effect, and G in
creases almost directly with frequency. G is 
determined by losses in the dielectric and is 
readily obtained from the power factor of the 
dielectric by 

G = 21T'fC
1 

. (pov1er factor) (l) 

v.here cl is the capacitance rlith air as the vi

electric and the pov1er factor is the cosine of 
the angle betvreen the voltage and current. 
With teflon and polye~hylene dielectrics the 
povrer factor is very small and practically con
stant over the range of frequencies ordinarily 
used on coaxial lines. 

3.02 As a practical matter, the primary con-
stants are seldom referred to in connec

tion Hith coaxial lines at radio frequencies. 
Instead use is made of "constants" which shovl a 
more direct relationship to their effect on 
high-frequency signals impressed on the lin•3. 
These "constants" are the characteristic imped
ance, Z , and the propagation constant oc. • 

0 

The propagation constant determines the attenua
tion and phase shift due to the line. The 
equations for these two constants are: 

Z • v~ + jwL (2) 
o + jWC 

Y=~+ j(3 = V(R + jwL)(G + jwc) (3) 
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3.03 These equations are applicable to coaxial 
lines transmitting electromagnetic waves 

in the principal mode, which is generally the case 
in Bell System services. At radio frequencies, 
where Rand G are small in comparison to (wL) and 
(wC) respectively, good approximations are 
given with the simpler equations that follow 
below. However, at microwave frequencies the 
dielectric losses may be large and these simpler 
equations would not suffice. 

3.0h A knorlledge of the effect of terminations 
on lov1loss lines and a knouledge of limit

ing characteristics, such as the maximum volt
age and porTer that can be applied to a line 
with safety, are of great importance. 

(A) Characteristic Impedance 

3.05 The characteristic impedance is a property 
of the line itself. It is usually defined 

as the impedance presented by either end of an 
infinitely long line or by a shorter line which 
is terminated by an impedance rmich is equal to 
the impedance of the infinitely long line. In 
the latter case, a rmve arriving at the termina
tion is completely absorbed by the termination 
and no terminal reflections occur. The ratio 
of voltage to current at any point on such a 
line is equal to the characteristic impedance. 

3.06 When R and G of equation (2) are negli
gible in comparison with (WL) and (WC) 

the characteristic impedance is given by 

Z = \/j; ohms 
0 v c (h) 

Under the same conditions of negligible R andG, 
the characteristic impedance of an air dielec
tric line is related to the diametric ratio D/d, 
where D =inside diameter of the outerconductor, 
and d = outside diameter of the inner conductor. 

(5) 

Fig. 1 gives the approximate characteristic im
pedance of coaxial lines as determined by the 
diametric ratio of the inner and outer conduc
tors. The characteristic impedance given in 
equations (h) and (5) is a pure resistance. 

3.07 Dielectrics other than air affect the 
characteristic impedance to the extent 

that they contribute to the capacitance and 
leakage conductance of the line. Except at 
high micror1ave frequencies, the conductance of 
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lo'l't loss dielectrics, such as teflon and poly
ethylene, has a negligible effect on impedance. 
The capacitance is directly affected, however, 
and in equation (4) C = C1k, where c1 is the 

capacitance the line would have 'l'dth an air 
dielectric and k is the dielectric constant 
(for air dielectric k = 1). A dielectric other 
than air, therefore, affects the impedance by a 
factor of 1/ ~ and this factor must be ap
plied to equations (4) and (5). The charac
teristic impedance of coaxial lines having a 
dielectric other than air can be computed £l_ 
multiplying the values from Fig. 1 by 1/ V k. 

3.08 When coaxial lines have a continuous, low 
loss dielectric the characteristic imped

ance is nearly constant over the range of radio 
frequencies for which coaxial lines are likely 
to be used. In bead insulated air dielectric 
lines, reflections from the individual beads 
combine in phase at certain frequencies causing 
the impedance to drop as much as 10% in some 
cases. This effect may impose restrictions on 
the frequencies 'l'thich can be transmitted satis
factorily and on the locations at which some 
bead insulated lines should be cut. In compen
sated lines, impedance irregularities due to 
beads and bead spacing are reduced. 

3.09 The nominal characteristic impedance of 
coaxial lines most frequently used in 

Bell System radio services is 50 or 70 ohms, 
depending upon the impedance of the termina
tions. When the terminating impedance is the 
same as the characteristic impedance of the 
line, the impedances are said to be matched. 
When impedances are not matched the loss re
sulting from use of the line may be greater 
than the loss of the line itself, excessive 
voltages may be produced on the line, and the 
sending end impedance of the line may be af
fected to the extent that equipment is damaged 
or fails to operate properly. Further refer
ence to the importance of impedance matching is 
contained in Part 4. 

(B) Propagation Constants 

3.10 For coaxial lines at radio frequencies 
the propagation constant given by equa

tion (3) may be replaced by 

Y= oc.+ j~ = [ 2~0 + G~o J + j tJ \{i£ (Approx. )(6) 

3.11. The attenuation constant, which is the 
real part of the propagation constant, 

gives the loss in nepers per unit length. One 
db = 8.686 nepers. The attenuation in db per 
unit length is given by 

[ 
R GZ J A • 8.6860t .. 8.686 2"Z + 2 ° db/unit length 

0 (7) 
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3.12 Attenuation is due principally to the 
conversion of electrical energy into heat 

in the series resistance, R. The conductance, 
G, is determined by the po<ter factor of the di
electric and by the frequency. G increases 
almost directly with frequency; but uith air, 
polyethylene, or teflon dielectrics the conduc
tor losses predominate at the highest frequen
cies for 'I'Thich coaxial lines are ordinarily 
used. Losses in the dielectric become of rel
atively more importance as frequency is in
creased. 

3.13 The attenuation of an air dielectric line, 
having an inner conductor of fixed size, 

varies with the diametric ratio D/d and is a 
minimum rlhen D/d = 3.6, corresponding to a char
acteristic impedance of 77 ohms. A change in 
the diametric ratio affects the impedance more 
rapidly than it affects attenuation. 

3.14 A loss of 3 db in a line represents a 
loss of about half the pouer delivered to 

the line. The use of a line rrl th a high attenua
tion constant can thus waste much of the advan
tage gained by higher antenna touers, for 
example, or by increasing transmitter po<Ter. 

3.15 The phase shift, velocity, and ~1ave length 
of a voltage or current uave on a ·'line 

are interrelated and are determined by the phase 
constantf3 , of the propagation constant in 
equation (6), as 

(8) 

The phase shift, velocity, and uave length, at 
a given frequency, are thus determined by in
ductance and capacitance of the line. 

3.16 The phase constant,f3, is the angle in 
radians, by vlhich the phase of a sinusoidal 

voltage or current wave is retarded in traversing 
unit length of line. \-hen the r1ave has traveled 
over a length of line, L , the phase retardation 
l'dll be f3 L and uhen (3L = 211'the phase at the 
distant point l'dll be one cycle behind the 
phase at the near point. The distance between 
the two points is, therefore, one <Tave length 
and 

" 211' A f3= 21r or /\= T (9) 

3.17 A phase difference of one cycle in the 
voltage or current <lave is 21T'radians, 

and the time required to complete one cycle is 
l T = f seconds. T is also the time in seconds 

required for a given point on the voltage or 
current wave to travel a distance, A , on the 
line. The phase velocity is therefore 



v = ?.. = Af 
T 

21T' 
If A in ( 10) is renlaced by ""jj from ( 9) 

21Tf 

T v 

(10) 

(ll) 

If~ in (ll) is renlaced by w'{LC from (8) 

v 1 (12) 

The velocity thus •rill depend only on the product 
LC, and is independent of frequency. The wave 
length varies inversely •lith frequency and ~ 
varies directly vli th frequency. The above re
lations may be found useful in determining an 
unknovm constant vlhen the others are knovm. It 
should be kept in mind that the derived con
stant applies to the same unit length as the 
knovm constants used in the equations. 

3.1R The capacitance in equation (12) is C = c1k. 

The velocity, therefore, VRries inversely 
with t~e square root of the dielectric con
stant, J~. In air dielectric lines the uave 
velocity varies from about 86.6% to 99.8% of the 
velocity of an electromagnetic vmve in free 
space. The higher value applies to larger lines 
in Hhich the dj_electric beads account for a 
relatively small nart of the total dielectric. 
In solid polyeth,rlene insulated lines, for rlhich 
k = 2. 26 and 1/ Vk = 0. 665, the rTave velocity 
is approximately 66.5% of free space velocity. 

3.19 A knowledge of vTave velocity is useful in 
determining the length of line correspond

ing to some particular fraction of a vmve length 
as in cases ;mere a quarter ;mve stub is re
quired. One uave length in free space is given 
by 

A= 300, ooo, ooo (13) 

The results of equation (13) are expresseu 1n 
meters uhere the frequency is entered in cycles 
per second. In cutting of coaxial lines to 
form stubs or to construct filters, it must be 
remembered that velocity uithin the coaxial 
line is less than the velocity in free space. 
Therefore, the results of equation (13) must be 
multiplied by the knorm velocity factor of the 
coaxial line to obtain the wave length of a 
frequency uithin a given line. 

(C) Voltage and PorTer Ratings 

3.20 The voltage required to break dorm the 
insulation of a coaxial line depends upon 

the inside diameter of the outer conductor, 
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upon the dielectric, and upon the diametric 
ratio D/d. A ratio D/d = 2.718, which cor
responds to a characteristic impedance of 
60 ohms, permits the maximum voltage bebTeen 
conductors. The maximum voltage that will 
exist on a line for a given pou~r florT will be 
increased if the load impedance does not match 
the characteristic impedance of the line. See 
Part 3 (D). 

3.21 The povrer rating of a line is that input 
porTer rThich may be transmitted continu

ously vlithout causing injury to the cable. The 
power is limited by the maximum safe voltage on 
the line and by the permissible temperature 
rise. For a given line the pouer rating di
minishes •lith increase in frequency, uith the 
ambient temperature, and •lith the standing wave 
ratio. Operation of a polyethylene dielectric 
cable at a center conductor temperature above 
l?SO F is likely to cause permanent damage to 
the cable. For polyethylene dielectric lines, 
particularly v1here the line is subject to flex
ing, the pouer rating should be large enough 
that the center conductor temperature •Till not 
exceed lSOo F in normal operation. 

3. 22 Power ratings for flexible coaxial lines 
given in the tables attached to Section 

402-100-100, are based on an ambient tempera
ture of 1040 F. For center conductor tempera
tures of lSoo F the po>Ter ratings >rill be about 
59% of the ratings sho>m in the table. For 
operation in an ambient temperature of 140° F 
and a center conductor temperature of 1500 F 
the porTer ratings uill be only 10% of the table 
values. When it is necessary for a cable to 
operate in an ambient temperature of 1500 F it 
uould be desirable to use teflon or air di
electric lines. 

3.23 Under conditions of imperfect impedance 
match, a safe power rating may be deter

mined by dividing the porTer rating under matched 
impedance conditions by the voltage standing 
wave ratio. 

(D) Standing Waves 

3.24 When a voltage source is applied to one 
end of a uniform line that is terminated 

at the far end by a matching impedance, the 
voltage and current •Till diminish continuously 
as the distance from the source is increased 
and the ratio of voltage to current taken at 
any point in the line uill equal the character
istic impedance. If E is the peak value of 

0 

the alternating voltage 
age and phase, referred 

from the source will be 

at the source, the volt
to E , at a distance L 

0 

given by 
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the propagation constant. 

3.25 This simple condition tdll not prevail if 
the receiving end of the line is termi

nated by a mismatched impedance, z1• When the 

impedances are not matched the energy of the 
incident wave will not all be absorbed by the 
termination and there must be an abrupt adjust
ment of voltage and current that will result in 

a current I 1 = EL in the load. This adjustment 

~ 
is made by the reflection of part of the inci
dent wave back toward the source. The voltage 
on the line at the termination will thus be 
E1 • Ei + Er' the sum of the voltages of the 

incident and reflected waves. Since the two 
voltages result in waves traveling in opposite 
directions, the current in the line will be the 
difference between the currents repres~nted by 
Ei and Er acting on the characteristic imped-

ance of the line. The total current at the 
junction of the line and termination must be 
the same on both sides of the junction. There
fore, I. - I = r

1
• If the currents are re-

1 r 
placed by the equivalent voltage to impedance 
ratios, 

E. + E 
1 r 

ZL 
(15) 

Equation (15) reduces to an expression for the 
ratio of the reflected wave voltage to the in
cident wave voltage. This ratio,p, is called 
the reflection coefficient and its magnitude 
and angle are given by 

E Z - Z 
...!.. .. p ... L o=lpl~ 
E. Z + Z 

1 L o 
(16) 

3.26 The total voltage at any point on a line 
will be the sum of the incident wave volt

age and the reflected tmve voltage, and the 
total current will be the difference between 
the incident current and the reflected current. 
At the receiving termination the total voltage 
will be E. + E = E. (1 +I pi Lfl) and the total 

1 r 1 

current trl.ll be: 

Ei E E. 
Ii - Ir "'Z- Zr = r (l -lpl &> 

0 0 0 (17) 
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As the distance from the termination increases, 
the incident uave voltage increases in magni-

tude and advances in phase by the factor ejwt 
the instantaneous phase in the frequency cycle. 
The instantaneous voltage at a distance,! , 
from the termination ;fill be given by 

Incident wave: 

E+ = Ei ejwt e(oc. + jf3).f (18) 

Reflected Have: 

Combined waves: 

E.t = E+ + E_ 

-E ejc.Jt e (oc.+j~){(l+lpleje e-j2 (0G+j~).i) 
i {20) 

The angle eje is the angle ~ of the reflection 
coefficient, since these are equivalent ways pf 
representing an angle. Fig. 2( C) shows the instan
taneous voltages on an RG59 A/U cable computed from 
equation {20) under the conditions that E. = 1, 

1 
Z

0 
"'73 -jO, z1 = 70 -j50.S, and p = 0.333 /74°. 

3.27 A physical picture of the combined volt-
age distributed along the line can be ob

tained more readily by dealing ;lith peak values 
of the voltage and by assuming that the line 
has no attenuation. Under these conditions 
t = 0 and OC. = 0 and equation ( 20) can be writ ten 
as 

E( = Ei M (1 + lpl /9- 2fll) (21) 

The corresponding, combined current, Ii - Ir' 

will be E 
It = _i ~ (1 -lpl ~- 2~!) (22) 

z 
0 

The sending end impedance, at a distance, .f. , 
from the termination rdll be 

J (23) 

3.28 The magnitudes of voltage and current in 
equations (21) and (22) depend directly 

on the quantities in parentheses. The incident 
and reflected "~<laVe voltages will be in phase 



and add up to a maximum vrhen the angle e- 2f3-l 
is zero or a multiple of 271". Then 9- 2.~.( = 
+ 21Tn, <mere n is any integer. Calling the 
distance from the termination to the maximum 
voltage points l 1 and substituting the value ~A 

for 21'f (see equation (9)), the above expres
sion reduces to 

( 1 = -& + n ~ ~imum voltage (24) 
po2nts 

Maximum voltage points vrill thus recur at in
tervals of A and the first maximum vrill occur 

2 
vrhen n is the smallest integer that will give 
~ a positive value. 

3.29 The incident and reflected uave voltages 
•dll be in opposite phase and the com

bined voltage rdll therefore be a minimum vrhen 
the angle e -2j3l • .! 2 1T n .! 1T . If {2 is the 

distance from the termination to the minimum 
voltage points, this expression reduces to 

-!2 'Z 22z + ~ + n ~ minimum voltage (25) 
points 

Minimum voltage points thus recur at intervals 

of~ and are displaced from. maximum voltage 

points by a distance ~· 

3.30 In a similar manner it can be sho<m that 
minimum current points coincide rdth max

imum voltage points and maximum current points 
coincide vTi th minimum val tage points. For a 
given frequency and reflection coefficient the 
maximum and minimum voltage points are station
ary, and their periodic recurrencevrithdistance 
along the line gives rise to the term, standing 
;mve. The ratio of maximum to minimum voltage, 
occurring on a line vTithin a distance of one
half wave length, is called the voltage standing 
wave ratio, VSWR. 

3.31 If a line has appreciable attenuation, 
causing the incident ;mve voltage to in

crease and the reflected wave voltage to de
crease uith distance from the termination, the 

• VSWR will vary •nth the position along the line 
at rlhich the maximum and minimum voltages are 
taken. For a line rd th lovr loss, the VSWR is 
related to the reflection coefficient by 

VSWR = 1 + IPI 
1 -JPI 

(26) 

Only the magnitude lpl of the reflection coef
ficient is involved since the + and - signs 
take into account the relative phases of the 
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incident and reflected waves; the numerator 
representing the in-phase condition and the de
nominator the condition for phase opposition. 

3.32 Since impedance is the ratio of voltage 
to current, it is evident that the send

ing end impedance of a line that is mismatched 
at the receiving end (equation (23)) may differ 
considerably from the characteristic impedance 
of the line. A general equation for the sending 
end impedance Zs' of any line terminated by an 

impedance z
1 

is 

z 
s z 

0 Z cosh Y.t 
0 

+ Z sinhYt 
0 

+ z
1 

sinh y.t (27) 

To avoid tbe use of hyperbolic functions of the 
complex quantity, r.t = (or.+ jf3)l, ,equation 
(27) can be written in the form 

[z1 (co•hOJ cosflf + j sinhoc.l sinf3l ) + 
z - z s- o Z

0 
(cosh~t cos~l + j sinhOil sin~l ) + 

Z ( sinhc:x.t cos~l + j coshCL{ sin~ )] 0 

z1 ( sinhCil cos~l + j cosha.l sin~Z ) 
(28) 

3.33 From the general equations (27) and (28) 
several cases of great practical impor

tance involving lovr loss lines can be derived. 

When the line loss is 2 db, et£ = -s:k = 0. 23 
neper. For this small quantity sinhor.{, =or.{, 
and cosh~{ = 1 approximately. When lines have 
a loss Jf approximately 2 db or less, equation 
(28) may be replaced for practical purposes 
ty 

z [~L (cos flf + joc.f sin~f ) + 
z s o Z

0 
(cos~l + joe.( sin~l l .,. 

z (oc.( cos fit + j sin~.{ '] 
(29) 

0 

ZL (Ci{ cos~Z + j sin fjl ) 

in <Thich hyperbolic functions are eliminated. 

3. 34 When the length of a line produces a phase 
shift of 900 or an odd multiple of 900, 

l3l = (2n + 1) l'· Since {3 = ~Tr, £= (2n + 1) f 
and the line is an odd multiple of a ~uarter 
wave length long. For j3{ • (2n + 1) 

2
, 

cos~ = 0 and sin {3l = + 1. For a quarter 
rmve line, therefore, equation (29) reduces to 

z s" zo [~~:; : ;~ i:~;~::~:~~ (30) 
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3-35 If a quarter ~zave line is short-circuited, 
z1 = 0 and equation (30) becomes 

(31) 

The sending end impedance of a short-circuited 
line that is an odd multiple of a quarter wave 
length lon~ is thus very high and would be in
finite if the attenuation were zero. 

3.36 For an open-circuited quarter ~~ve line 
z1 =oo and equation (30) becomes 

to: 

z .. z a.{ 
so 0 

(32) 

The sending end impedance of an open-circuited 
line ~mich is an odd multiple of a quarter wave 
length long will thus be smaller than Z and 

0 

will be zero if the line has no attenuation. 

3.37 When the attenuation is so small that 
z1 ~t and Z

0
a.t can be neglected in 

equation (30) the sending end impedance becomes 

z 2 
0 2s '"r 
L 

(33) 

Equation (33) illustrates the impedance trans
forming action of a quarter wave line. The im
pedance z1, seen through a quarter wave line, 

appears as z~1 and by a proper choice of Z
0 

the impedance Z can be made to match any de-s 
sired impedance. For example, to match a load 
z1 to a line of characteristic impedance ~' 

the impedance Z of equation (33) must have the s 
value ~. The lead will match the line ~' 

therefore, if it is seen through a ~4 line 
having a characteristic impedance given by 

z 2 
0 

~ • z-- from which the characteristic impedance 
L 

of the quarter wave line should be Z
0 

= VZo z1• 

3.38 For a line ~ich is any multiple of Af2 
the phase shift ~Till be~ t = n1r and equa

tion (29) reduces to 

Z8 • Z0 [ :~ : :r :~] half wave line (Jl) 
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When the ~ line is short-circuited, Zs 

z 
0 

and when it is open-circuited, zs • ovr· 
the attenuation is zero 

-cd z 
0 

When 

Zs = z1 zero loss, half-<Tave line (35) 

A half-wave line thus tends to act as a l:l 
transformer and the load impedance, modified by 
the line attenuation, recurs at the sending end 
at intervals of A/2. 

3.39 If z1 = 0 and z1 =oo are substituted in 

the general equation (27) for the sending 
end impedance of a line of any length, general 
equations for the sending end impedance of short
circuited and open-circuited line~ respectively, 
result. They are ' 

z =Z [cosh\"!l. 
2
o 

so o sinh 'f..{] tanh f{ 
open- (36) 

circuited line for which 

z z tanhrt ..~(37) 
0 so 

and 

z ss zo u~~~= zo tanh tl (38) 

short-circuited line. 

If equation (37) is divided by equation (38) 

for which 

Z0 Zso tanh Y'L _ Zso 
r z tanh'fl - z ss 0 0 

(39) 

This shous how the characteristic impedance of 
a line can be determined if the short-circuited· 
and open-circuited impedances of a length of 
line are known. The only conditions are that 
Y'L be the same for the open- and short-circuited 
impedance determinations. 

3.40 Fig. 2(A) shows the standing •~ve voltages 
and currents on a short-circuited line 

which has no loss. It will be observed that 
the voltage is zero at the termination and at 
intervals of A/2 along the line. At A/4 and 
at odd multiples of A/4 the voltage is blice 
the incident voltage E.. Maximum current points 

l. 

coincide with minimum volt~ge pojnts. For an 
open-circuited line the El and It curves would 
be interchanged. 



J.ul The effect of attenuation on the standing 
uave voltage curve (A) is shorm for an 

exa~gerated cRse b) curve (B) of Fig. 2. It 
riill be observed that uhereas the 1JSWR is infi
nite for the zero loss line and also for the 
lossy line adjacent to the termination, the 
tTS1oJR. decreases for the lossy- line as the dis
tance from the termination is increased. A 
situation more commonly encountered is shorm by 
cu:c-'le (C) in r;h:lch lor,;er line attenuation IJro
duces a much less pronounced effect on voltage 
standing uave ratio. 

J.L2 Fig. J(J.,) shous the sending end impedance 
of a zero loss, short-circuited line. It 

>rill be obserJed that the sending end impedance 
is infir.i te at distances which arc an odd quarter 
vl=tV<; le:1gth from the termination and zero at 
dista:Jc'?s v:hich are a mult.iple of 71j2. The 
angle o:!:' the sending end impedance is zero (pure 
resistance) at max:L"tlum and minimum impedance 
~oints and is 90° (pure reactance) at- all other 
poi_nts. If the origin is moved ~/h to the 
left, the same curve forms •rill represent the 
imoedance conditicns on R zero loss, open
circui-ted line. 

J.hJ The effect of line attenuation on the 
sending end impedance is illustrated by 

Fig. J(B). These curves shou that attenuation 
prtvents the impedance from reaching either the 
zero or infinite values and as the length of 
the line is increased the sending end impedance 
approaches the characteristic impedance of the 
line. If the line loss is as much as 10 or 15 db, 
the loarl end i!"'perlance has little effect on the 
sending end imDeriance since attenuation pre
vents =tn =topreciaQle amount of reflected WBve 
from reac""ling ::::uch distant points. In practical 
c=tses the line attenuation does not have such 
high values and the sending end i~oedance •nll 
be renresEmted by c:rrves lying some•1here betwe>en 
the t•m extremes illustrated. 

3. Ld..t 1Jhen the terminating impedance is a pure 
reactance it uill absorb no energy. The 

reflection coefficient is, therefore, unity and 
the maximum and minimum voltages of the standing 
•nwe ;ri 11 have the same magnitudes as for a 
short-circu~ted or open-circuited line. The 
loc:J.t5.on of the maxiinUJTl and miniiTmm voltage 
Poin+"s VTill denend 'lPOn +"he ratio of Z. to Z • 

- L 0 

For a pure ind:rctance termination max~~~ volt
age VTill occur at a iistance less than "-/4 from 
the termination and for a pure capacitance ter
mination the minimum voltage point wi:!.l occur at 
less th:m i\jL from thf! t.ei"J!Iination. With an 
inductance load the angle of the sending end 
imoedance uill be nearly 900 for distances up 
to the first voltage maximum. Beyond that 
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distance the angle uill alternate between ap
proximately +900 and -900 at intervals of A/h. 
For a capacitance load the angle uill te the 
reverse of the inductance load situation, being 
-900 until the first voltage minimum is reached. 
The impedance curve for a pure reactance load, 
terminating a line uithout loss, rnll be repre
sented by Fig. )(A), if the point of origin is 
moved appropriately. For the inductance load 
the origin should be moved less than ~h to 
the left '1-lhile for a capacitance load the origin 
should be moved betr1een -"/h and ~2 to the 
left. 

).45 From the curves on Fig. 3 it is apparent 
that a shor~circuited line will have an 

inductive reactance for any length of line up 
to a quarter vmve length. Thereafter it ~~ll 
alternate between capacitive and induct.ive re
actances at intervals of -\14. An open-circ1Li.ted 
line '1-rill have a capacitive reactance up to a 
distance of 'V4 and then will alternate at 
.\14 intervals. When the load has the same 
angle as the characteristic impedance of the line 
the sending end impedance tends to look Jike 
that of an open-circuited line if z

1
> Z

0 
and 

like that of a short-circuited line if z1<z
0

• 

4. APPLICATION 

(A) Transmission of Energy 

h. 01 'fl.1o of the most important properties of a 
transmission line are attenuation and 

characteristic impedance. The obJective is to 
use a transmission line '1-lhich is so constructed 
as to ha-.re low attenuation at the radio fre
quencies involved, and also the characteristic 
impedance best suited to matc~ing the impedance 
of the radio equipment and the antenna. Having 
chosen such a line, and assuming that the trans
mitter output circuit (or receiver input cir
cuit) is properly designed to rrork into the an
tenna impedance, the line '1-nll cause no reflec
tion losses. Hence the transfer of energy to 
or from the antenna uill be done efficiently. 
Also because of the absence of reflections, the 
exact length of transmission line used is not 
critical, an important practical consideration. 

h.02 Coaxial transmission lines are called un
balanced lines since the two sides of the 

circuit have entirely different impedances to 
ground because of asJ~trical construction. 

4.0) Coaxial transmission lines have the ad
vantage that they produce no appreciable 

field external to the line rrhen properly used. 
Hence these lines can be buried or installed in 
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close proximity to other lines or metallic ma
terial~ e.g., girders or steel towers, without 
affecting transmission. Further the shield or 
outer conductor can be grounded at any suitable 
point for protection. 

h.OL Coaxial transmission lines are used mainly 
between antennas and radio equipments 

~lhich are unbalanced to ground. Ho~1ever, a 
coaxial line maybe used to connect a balanced 
antenna to an unbalanced radio equipment pro
vided that a balanced to unbalanced transformer 
(or its equivalent) of the proper impedance 
ratio is used at the junction of the antenna 
and the coaxial line. 

(B) Impedance Matching 

4.05 When a transmission line is not matched 
by the load, the impedance looking into 

the line toward the load varies with the dis
tance from the load. If the input impedance is 
considered equal to a resistance in parallel 
-.r.i.th the reactance, the input resistance ~Till 
be equal to the resistive part of Z

0 
at some 

distance along the line. If at this point a 
reactance equal in magnitude and onoosite in 
sign to the reactive part of the innut imped
ance is connected across the line, the react
ances llill cancel and leave only the resistive 
component. From this point back to~mrd the 
generator, the line will be matched. 

L.o6 The reactances used for matching in this 
uay are usually linear reactance sections 

of transmission line called stubs. Stubs may 
be open or closed, depending on -.m.ether the 
free end is left ooen or short-circuited ac
cording to the type of reactance required in a 
particular case. 

4.07 The length of the stub, as well as the 
point at >mich it should be attached to 

the line, can be found l1i thout any knowledge of 
the antenna input impedance, provided that the 
VSWR on the line can be measured before the 
stub is attached, and provided the position of 
tbe maximum voltage points can be determined 
Uftder the same condition. 

4.08 The amplitude of the voltage standing 
lmve pattern, assuming the angle of the 

load impedance is the same as that of the char
acteristic impedance, is prooortional to the 
ratio of the terminating resistance to the char
acteristic impedance of the line, or vice versa, 
whichever is greater than unity. Thus, a 50-ohm 
line terminated by either a 10-ohm or a 250-ohm 
resistive load '<Till sholT a voltage standing 
wave ratio (VShiR) of 5:1. The standing lmve 
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ratio thus serves as a convenient measure of 
the degree of match existing betlTeen the line 
and its load. The percentage of pouer lost due 
to reflections from a mismatched load, ~lotted 
versus VSWR is shown below. 

u 

'"' 2"'-3 
~ 4 

5 ""' 6 1'\. 
\ 7 

l 8 

l 9 
J 0 

0 50 25 
Percent of Power Reflected 

vs VSWR 

75 

4.09 When the VSWR and the position of the 
maximum voltage points are known, Fig. 14 

gives the information necessary tor placing a 
short-circuited stub in the transmission line 
tor the purpose ot matching it to the load. 
The data in Fig. 4 is based on the assumption 
that both the line and the stub have the same z . 

0 

4.10 Curve A ot Fig. 4 gives the location ot 
matching stubs in uave lengths from the 

maximum voltage point. If an inductive stub 
is used, the location of the stub should be 
measured from a maximum voltage point touard 
the generator, Curve B gives the length of 
short-circuited line for the inductive stub. 
If a capacitive stub is used, the location of 
the stub should be measured from a maximum volt
age point toward the load. Curve C gives the 
length of short-circuited line for the capaci
tive stub. 

(C) Resonant Line Transformers 

4.11 A radio frequency transmission line uith 
standing waves is commonly calle~ a res

onant line, although the term "resonant" is 
often used more strictly in referring to a line 
that is resonant at a specific line length. 



4.12 One use of resonant line lengths is. to 
produce a step-up or step-dovm transformer 

effect. For example, suppose it is desired to 
transfer energy from a source uhose impedance 
is 350 ohms, to a load vlhi_ ch has an impedance of 
70 ohms. To do this efficiently r~ouires that 
the impedances should be matched by the use of 
a 350:70 ratio transformer. As sho<m by equa
tion ( 33), if a quarter ;save length (or odd 
multioles of a quarter uave length) of trans
mission line r~hich has a characteristic imped
ance of Z = V 70 x 350 = 157 ohms is used be-

o 
h1een the load and the source, the impedance 
as seen from the source is 350 ohms, as expressed 

z 2 2 
by the relation Z - 0 = 1

7
50? = 350. In other s - z

1 
Hords the quarter-Have line section transforms 
the load impedance to match the source imped
ance. As in the example above, this relation
shin holds only for the stated critical line 
lengths, thus limiting its practicability in 
many situations. 

4.13 Under certain conditions the use of trans-
mission lines rlhich do not match the load 

i.r'l:Jed-;.nce vlill not impair the efficient trans
fer of energy. For example, if a lor~ loss line 
of auy characteristic impedance is adjusted to 
exactl.:r half-;mve length at the frequ$ncy in 
use, the impedance of a load as seen through 
this line will be the same as if measured at 
the load itself. Refer to equation (35). If 
the length is altered from a half ·,rave length 
(or from multinles of a half ;1ave length) the 
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above relationship •nll not hold. The 1:1 
transformer arrangement, therefore, is not as 
flexible as nonresonant line operation, rlhere 
the lin~ length is not critical. 

(D) Lightning Protection 

4.14 Coaxial transmission line stubs are also 
used to provide additional lightning pro

tection for the connected radio equipment. 
Shorted stubs of a length equal to a quarter 
rmve length at the operating frequency are con
nected at either end of the transmission line. 
Shorted stubs uhen used as a coaxial line filter 
also serve this purpose. At the operating fre
quency this quarter ;;ave length stub looks like 
an open circuit and therefore does not add 
attenuation to the transmission line. To light
ning charges picked up by the antenna, houever, 
the stub appears as a short circuit rdth its 
shield conductor grounded. 

(E) Coaxial Line Filters 

4.15 Resonant coaxial line stubs may be con-
nected to the transmission line to form 

coaxial line filters. The filter vdll consist 
of tuo parts, a ;;ave trap stub and a compensat
ing stub. The r~ave trap stub introduces a lor~ 
impedance (high loss) across the transmission 
line at the un•mnted frequency. The comnensat
ing stub introduces a reactance to resonate the 
rmve trap stub at the operating frequency and 
reduce the loss at that frequency. A descrip
tion of coaxial line filters and their applica
tion will be found in Section 402-307-100. 
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Fig. 1 - Characteristic Impedance of Air Dielectric Co
axial Lines as a Function of Diametric 
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Fig. 2 - Effect of Line Attenuation on Standing Waves 
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Wavelengths 
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